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Identification of social
problems



Analysis

Program design
 Program operation and
resource allocation




Accountability

Monitoring and Evaluation

Supports learning about programs
 Helps re-designing and improving
programs
 Encourages comparison among programs
and supports efficient use of public funds
 Improves planning, operation and
budgeting
 Promotes transparency and
accountability
 Enriches policy discussion incorporating
rigorous evidence
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2000

NO
EVALUATION

ANNUAL EXTERNAL
EVALUATIONS FOR ALL
FEDERAL PROGRAMS
(APPROPRIATONS BILL)

EVALUATION
GUIDELINES
(2002)
PROGRESA
IMPACT EVALUATION
(1997)

2009

2004

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT LAW
INSTITUTIONALIZES
EVALUATION

NEW EVALUATION
GUIDELINES
(2007)
TRANSPARENCY AND
ACCESS TO
INFORMATION LAW
(2004)
FEDERAL BUDGET LAW
(2006)
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Creation of the National Evaluation Council
(CONEVAL)
› Autonomous institution in charge of poverty
measurement and social policy and program
evaluation
› Integrated by 6 independent academic
researchers elected by the National

Commission of Social Development; an
Executive Secretary appointed by the
President; and the Secretary of Social
Development
› Broader scope for action including federal as
well as state and municipal programs



Performance Evaluation System
› Formalizes linkage between planning,

budgeting, and monitoring and evaluation



New evaluation guidelines
› Better institutional coordination (Ministry of

Finance, Ministry of Public Management and
CONEVAL)
› Institutionalizes use of logframes (results matrix)
› More realistic evaluation requirements
› Multi-year evaluation agendas
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Budget allocation
 Program operation
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Long-term development result
(policy goal)

Outcome
Traditional monitoring

Results-based management

Goal

Outputs

Activities

Inputs

Medium and short term result(s) that
program aims to achieve – in terms of
benefits to target groups

Goods and services produced
by the program

Task and actions needed to transform
input into outputs

Financial, human and material
resources

PLANNING

EVALUATION

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PLAN

ANNUAL EVALUATION PLAN
(PAE)

INSTITUTIONAL
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RESULTS

CONSISTENCY AND
RESULTS EVALUATION
IMPACT EVALUATION
PROCESS EVALUATION

PROGRAM LOGFRAMES
POLICY EVALUATION

EVALUATION FEEDBACK

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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Structured summary of agreed program
goals, outcomes, outputs , activities and
inputs (results chain), as well as their
corresponding performance indicators
 Basis for the Performance Evaluation
System
 Indicators linked to budget allocation




Desk review -similar to Program Assessment
Rating Tool (PART), USA- of
›
›
›
›
›
›



Program design
Strategic planning
Targeting and coverage
Operation
Beneficiary assessments
Results

Standardized TORs and evaluation criteria
allow comparissons across programs and in
different time periods
› 2007 – baseline
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Complement ongoing results-based
monitoring and other types of evaluation
 Assess causality of a particular
intervention
 Selective and strategic – Annual
Evaluation Plan (PAE)


› More time and resources











Focused on supporting learning and
decision-making to improve policy
effectiveness

Operated since 1940s
Redesigned to strengthen
nutrition outcomes through milk
fortification (iron, zinc and
vitamins)
Impact evaluation: Experimental
design assessing impact on child
anemia, growth and cognitive
development
Results: 26% reduction in child
anemia, at a cost of US$ 0.7 per
child; need to improve targeting
Use of results: fortified milk used in
other federal and state programs
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Program manager together with evaluation
and planning and budget units develop action
plan to address evaluation recommendations
at the program and institutional (ministry) level
 CONEVAL prepares a report to Congress on
evaluation results and government-wide
recommendations
 Progress is revised in forthcoming evaluations
 Evaluation reports and action plans are
available in the internet
(www.coneval.gob.mx)
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First phase (2000-2006): systematic
evaluation starts, but unrealistic scope and
expectations; impact evaluation and use of
results is ad hoc
New era: improved institutional framework
› CONEVAL plays a key role in setting guidelines,

promoting quality and discussing results based
on cross-sector comparisons



Despite substantial progress, a number of
challenges lie ahead…



Right balance on what to evaluate,
what for, and how
› From almost no evaluation to annual
evaluation of all programs required by law



Lack of data
› Weak administrative records for results
monitoring



Analysis quality
› Evaluation results reliability depends on
objective, rigorous analysis
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Reduced evaluators market
Capacity building in ministries evaluation
units
Intitutional arrangements to ensure
coordination within and between ministries
› Planning, budgeting and evaluation units
› Finance Ministry, Public Management Ministry,

and CONEVAL



Cumbersome procurement process

› No incentives to better quality proposals
› Hard to finance multi-year studies



Role of Congress
› Evaluation only as an accountability excersise vs.

management tool too



Effective policy response to evaluation
results
› Use of evaluation limited by political constraints



Generating broader demand for evaluation
(public expenditure efficiency and
transparency)
› Academia, media, tax payers
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